KnollStudio
Grigio Marquina

SATIN (MGS)

POLISHED (MG)
**GRIGIO MARQUINA:** Dark warm grey with thin black veining and characterized by white linear veins. White linear veins may appear directional and concentrated on a particular section of the slab.

Grigio Marquina is a coated marble, featuring a transparent polyester coating that creates a non-porous surface to prevent use-associated stains. Coating may yellow over time giving the marble a warmer tone.

**CARE AND MAINTENANCE:** Wash coated surface with lukewarm water. Clean more thoroughly with a non-abrasive solution such as Windex or Fantastik. Rinse with warm water and dry with a soft cloth. Coated marble should not be used outdoors.

**NOTE:** Marble is a natural material. Hues, veins, crystals, fossils and distinctive marks will vary from piece to piece. Please use this sample card only as a guide.